The yeast SFL2 gene may be necessary for mating-type control.
We previously reported the isolation of the yeast suppressor gene for flocculation, SFL2 (TUP1). SFL2 gene disruption results in pleiotropic phenotypes; the sfl2 null mutation also causes a morphological change similar to shmoo in both the MAT alpha and MATa/alpha cells. The MAT alpha and MATa/alpha sfl2 null mutant cells incorporate chitin into the new growth zone in the same way as the alpha-factor-treated MATa cells. In order to clarify the molecular basis of this morphological change, we examined the effect of the sfl2 null mutation on the mRNA production of various genes involved in mating-type control. The transcripts of both the STE2 (an a-specific gene) and STE3 (an alpha specific gene) genes are detected in the MAT alpha and MATa/alpha cells carrying the sfl2 null mutation. In addition, mRNA of the GPA1 gene (haploid-cell-specific gene) is also detected in the MATa/alpha sfl2 cells. However, there is no significant difference in the levels of the MAT alpha 2 and MATa1 transcripts. These results suggest that the SFL2 gene product may be necessary for alpha 2 and a1-alpha 2 repression.